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As director of Trevisan International Art (Italy), for more than a decade – since 2003 – I have curated and organised
many fine art exhibitions in Europe and overseas. I now take great pleasure in exhibiting in Copenaghen, as a
Trevisan International Art (TIA) debut in Denmark, at Art Nordic for which I selected artworks from 14 internationally
recognised creators from eleven different countries.
Trevisan International Art, a leading interactive global network for professional artists, is special in promoting this
power of union and harmony of the arts, resulting in close relationships among the artists and myself as curator.
This symbiosis tends to grow with each of our events and is what most characterises TIA’s exhibitions, easily
perceived by artists and the visiting public.
TIA artists strongly believe that the emotional and intuitive aspect of a work of art – but also the way we approach
it – has an extraordinary power and always proves the first protagonist of today’s art, in which free imagination
plays a key role. It is precisely that – imagination – the source from which all artists draw when they set off on their
fascinating journeys that, stimulated by dreams, fantasies, vague memories but also by reality as it is perceived,
they then transfer through creative instinct into canvas or bronze.
Trevisan International Art proudly curates and presents to you a selection of global artists who will reveal their
strength, fantasy and artistic sensibility, developing a wide range of shades and expressions. This venture is based
on the diversity of talent, strenght and integrity of these creators.
I wish to express my deepest gratitude to the Directors of Art Nordic who have made this exhibition possible.

Paola Trevisan
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MINE AKIN
Turkey

Donna, bronze, 20x7x7cm

www.mineakin.com

4

ADAM BALOGH
Hungary

Syntropia, oil on canvas, 80x80cm

www.adambalogh.com
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SIEGLINDE BATTLEY
Australia

The World Is In Your Head/Die Welt Ist Im Kopf, acrylic on canvas, 100x100cm

www.sieglindebattley.com

6

SIA BRAAKMAN
The Netherlands

Summer 4, acrylic, chalk, ink on canvas, 20x20cm

www.siabraakman.nl

7

SERGIO DEL FIOL
Brasil

Majestic Red 2, photography, 20x20cm

www.delfiol.com.br
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ROSARIO D’ESPINAY SAINT-LUC
France/Colombia

Ether 2, acrylic on canvas, 100x100cm

www.despinay-saint-luc-peintures.fr

9

KATHRYN HART
United States

Obscured By Thought, mixed media, burlap and objects, 107x81x13cm

www.kathryndhart.com
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WON LEE
Canada

Danzantes del Guadalajara 7, bronze, 58x30x9cm

www.wonleeart.com

11

TON LINDHOUT
The Netherlands

Somewhere 3, acrylic on canvas, 20x20cm

www.tonlindhout.com
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ZEINA NADER SELWAN
Lebanon

Evasion, mixed media on canvas, 80x80cm

www.zeinanader.com
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SARA PALLERIA
Italy

Changing moods 1, acrylic on canvas, 20x20cm

www.sarapalleria.com
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CAROL ROWLING
Australia

Earth Form V11, acrylic/canvas on wood with perspex, 37x37x2cm

www.carolrowling.com.au
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NICOLE SCHRANER – NINI
Switzerland

Circle of Life 2, encaustic on board, 20x20cm

www.kunstwerkstatt-basel.ch
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LAUREN WILHELM
Australia

Oh, Keep Me Safe I, oil on board, 20x20cm

www.laurenwilhelm.com
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MINE AKIN

SIEGLINDE BATTLEY

Mine Akin was born in Tarsus,
in 1964. She majored in
Sculpture at Mimar Sinan Fine
Arts University, Department of
Sculpture. She has concurrently
majored in “Jewellery Design
and Implementation”. Bronze
and silver are her main choices
of material to work with and she
creates her sculptures out of
bronze and her jewellery out of
silver. She continues her work
in her atelier located in Istanbul,
Turkey.

I was born in the town of
Gumbinnen in East Prussia,
which at that time was part
of Germany and is now called
Gusev and belongs to Russia.
Most of my childhood and
my early adult years I lived in
Frankfurt am Main in Germany,
where I was trained as a graphic
designer. I lived and worked
in Norway, Indonesia and Iran
before settling in Australia in
1978.

I create what I feel by using the
relationship between emptiness
and mass. I finalise my pieces
as the light and the shadow
becomes one with the mass
itself. I believe that this magical
path of creation becomes
timeless and ready to be passed
on to the next generations when
I form them into their final
shape in bronze. My pieces
have a main theme and that is
“I” hence “woman”. Compared
to apprehending my feelings
and physical characteristics
reflecting them through my art
is much easier for me.
www.mineakin.com

ADAM BALOGH
Adam Balogh’s art draws
on pictorial intensely lived
experiences, emotions, visions
born by frequent journeys
through Asia from which the
artist is deeply affected. Balogh’s
paintings, of great refinement
and intensity of colour, display
a background rich of glazes
and transparencies from which
spring hints of forms and shapes
the viewer can freely interpret.
For Balogh is the process of
creating an inner journey that
leads him to be totally immersed
in the act of painting, the author
himself explains how, from the
moment he begins to create
his works, gradually begin to
standing out on the canvas – and
then emerge with greater clarity
– forms, figures, visions that are
the result of his imaginary world
of fantasy. Or maybe, instead, we
are faced with another reality,
hidden and different from ours?
Balogh’s art is, a pure and free
expression of his creativity, of
his inner world – also made of
unconscious reactions relating
to contemporary reality – that
reveals an intriguing and delicate
mix of different artistic styles.
www.adambalogh.com
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I paint what I see, hear, feel
and think every day and at
night. I make up stories about
this concoction and put it
on paper and canvas. I often
depict animals in my paintings
because they live where I live.
These creatures end up sharing
the idiosyncrasies of friends,
family, business associates and
neighbours and they become
symbols of my own fears, hopes
and desires as well. Often I
am surprised what looks back
at me from my canvas. These
accidents I love most because
they might not be so accidental
after all.
www.sieglindebattley.com

SIA BRAAKMAN
In Sia Braakman paintings,
the colour blue features
prominently. The blue hues are
important because they have
a high expressive power for
her. This gives the artist the
opportunity to translate her
surrounding world into shape
and form.
The paintings often display
moments of surprise, impotence,
wonder, freedom and desire.
In some paintings blues are
abundantly present, in others
more subtly so.
After the subject has been
translated into hues of blue,
other colours can enter the
stage. On this stage the purity
of the subject can be expressed
very well.
www.siabraakman.nl

SERGIO DEL FIOL

KATHRYN HART

The artist brings back a format
that was commonly used
early in the last century, but is
somewhat overlooked today:
the panoramic photo. This is
the most comfortable format
for the human eye, because the
longitudinal perspective gives
an overview of the work and
transports the viewer to the time
and place each scene depicts.
The contemplation of the works
becomes a unique sensory
experience, whose allure is
enhanced by digital technologies
through the handling of light,
colours, and sharpness offered
by the chosen paper, and
overlapping of layers – details
that are the hallmark of the
artist.

Kathryn Hart’s large scale,
mixed media constructions
bridge the genres of painting,
sculpture and assemblage.
In her series, “Unapologetic
Presence,” Hart explores the
unswayable feminine identity
amidst the white noise of society,
family and personal experience.
Her constructions are ‘entities;’
materials and creative process
have a symbolic and physical
presence.
Hart is exhibited widely in New
York City and Europe in museum,
solo and group exhibitions.
Internationally awarded, her
recent prizes include the Council
of Europe (2016), Ministries of
Culture, France and Poland (2015
and 2014) and United Nations
(2010). Her work is archived in
the MOMA (NYC).
“Matter matters in these haut
relief mindscapes…Their 3-D
dimensions plumb the depths
of a captured inner darkness,
sometimes liberated by flashes of
light, promise and hope. Hart has
the unique ability of being able to
combine extreme strength and
extreme fragility within the same
frame.” Diane Root, Gallery&Studio
Magazine, NYC 2015

Sergio Del Fiol brings us a
couple of huge panoramic
photographs which had to be
split into two and resized to fit a
20x20 frame to meet the curator
requirements. These special
images belong to a unique
and exclusive project from his
collection called “Textures”.
www.delfiol.com.br

ROSARIO D’ESPINAY ST-LUC
Rosario d’Espinay Saint-Luc
is a French-Colombian artist,
born in Colombia. She spent her
early years in South-America
but since 2001, she lives in
Provence (South of France);
her background naturally made
her sensitive to the harmony of
these two cultures.
The search for the light, the
rythms and intensity are the
fundamentals of her artworks.
Through her creativity process,
the artist aims to develop the
concept of fluidity, of energy
and movement of water and life,
where the human spirit may lie.
Now, after twenty years, Rosario
reached her own aesthetics.
Her paintings are in public and
private collections all over the
world and she was awarded
several times in different
International Art events.
She largely exhibits also in
France where her last solo
exhibition in July 2015 Ether
was succesfully received and
in November 2015 she was
awarded with Toile d’Or 2015 for
her artwork Ether 2, at the Salon
des indépendants at the Grand
Palais in Paris.
www.despinay-saint-luc-peintures.fr

www.kathryndhart.com

WON LEE
Won Lee is a Korean-born
sculptor living in Canada whose
work is primarily focused on the
figure. On one level, his sculpture
equivocates between a type of
expressionist realism and an
abstract formal style. They are
energetic forms that express
the artist’s feelings toward art
and life. Rather than imitating
appearances in the external
visual world, they seem to
emerge from an experience with
the void, as if to suggest the Zen
Buddhist concept of sunyata…
Sculpture is moving toward a
more confined psychological
space, a space of anxiety, that
searches for another type of
intimacy (Robert C. Morgan).
Internationally acclaimed Won
Lee‘s recent solo exhibitions include
“Omar Alonzo Gallery”, Puerto
Vallerta (Mexico), “Muse Gallery”,
Toronto (Canada), “Mark Christoper
Gallery”, Toronto (Canada), “Aimer
Museum”, Beijing (China), “Peter
Gray Museum”, Puerto Vallarta
(Mexico), “Francisco Goita Museum,
Zacatecas (Mexico). He divides
his time between his studios in
Toronto, Guadalajara and Beijing.
www.wonleeart.com
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TON LINDHOUT

SARA PALLERIA

My interest in nature and the
landscape forms the inspiration
for my paintings. In particular,
the fleeting impressions and
observations from the car,
train or plane, as well as my
sketches and photographs can
lead to a picture. My daily walks
through beautiful Emsland often
inspire me to put paint to canvas
whereby the exact interpretation
of the landscape sometimes
disappears during the process.

Sara Palleria was born in Rome
(Italy) where she lives and
works. She received her degree
in Education Sciences and she
continues to work in this research
field parallel to her artistic
career, with particular reference
to the world of colour linked to the
psychology of emotions. She has
and continues to collaborate with
various institutions in the visual
art sector. She runs education
courses about the image and
colour laboratories.
Palleria has had solo and group
exhibitions in many European
and not European countries and
her works can be find both in
private and public collections.

I remain fascinated by the
possibility of ending up in a
completely different imaginary
destination whilst working on
a painting. I want to show the
essence and the ‘layers’ of a
landscape and to ask myself
why it is as it is, what may have
happened there, or whether
this particular landscape is
doomed to disappear… I like to
leave some abstraction in these
processes. So that everyone can
create a story of their own.

www.tonlindhout.com

ZEINA NADER SELWAN
I am in love with nature’s beauty
and wonders, and I often feel
as if I am in a perpetual search
for colours. I look at the world
with a passionate point of view.
I see wonders in nature and in
everything around me, then I
translate it all in my canvases.
Each work has a story and a
meaning, though expressed in
an abstract way. I exposed my
paintings in so many different
cities but my artwork always
speaks the same language of
love.
I aim to put a little bit of myself
in each brushstroke, and for my
work to make people dream,
think and smile. In a world
of black and white, I choose
colours!
www.zeinanader.com

Sara Palleria loves to paint all
that “the eye thinks it sees.” The
crossing of colour, alternating
between heaven and earth,
between light and dark, the
expression of colours and
materials, all that seems to be,
and instead becomes something
else, where colours and the earth
slip away and cling to uncertain
boundaries in the nature of the
underlying human journey.
www.sarapalleria.com

CAROL ROWLING
My abstract approach to the
exploration of texture and paint
has developed into a unique form
of painting which I call breaking
colour, by layering a number
of canvases together and each
layer having its own colour. I then
carve into the canvas creating
a new level of expression that
moves colour and texture into
literally other dimensions.
My inspiration comes from aerial
landscape; the imagery below is
fascinating.
Carol Rowling, born in Melbourne
and currently residing in Perth
Western Australia, studied Art and
Design at the Carine Collage of TAFE
and the Claremont School of Art in
Perth. Internationally represented
by Trevisan International Art,
Rowling exhibited in Ferrara and
Bologna (Italy) where in 2015 won
an Award of Excellence, in Madrid
(Spain), in Galway (Ireland). In 2015
she also exhibited at the Chianciano
Biennale at the Art Museum
of Chianciano, Siena (Italy) and
previously at the Florence Biennale
and in numerous galleries and art
fairs in Australia.
www.carolrowling.com.au
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In her paintings, NiNi combines
various techniques, such as
drawing, sketching, collage and
print. The variety is also reflected
in the materials she uses: acrylic,
tar, wax, rust, patinas, marble
flour and ashes. Graphics play a
very important role in her work,
no matter whether diagrams,
construction drawings or typing
letters. Layer after layer the
used materials are transformed
into different texture giving them
unexpected and newly formed
meanings.
NiNi’s works flatter the eye for
their refined structure, their
intense texture and their deeply
genuine expressivity. She creates
the emotional tie between present
and past by integrating carelessly
cast away objects of every day’s
life. This is how she achieves to
have these forgotten materials
emanate a new and highly
emotional and sensual meaning.
Food for the soul. This process
of construction–decomposition–
origination–destruction–creation
reflects NiNi’s philosophy of what
life is all about, here symbolically
represented by the circle of life.
www.kunstwerkstatt-basel.ch

LAUREN WILHELM
I’m inspired by history and
man’s refusal to learn from
it, and my paintings offer an
obtuse look at hubris whilst still
trying to evoke a stillness and
sweet melancholia. Sometimes
referencing classical portraiture,
my work often features animals,
juxtaposing and sometimes
complimenting
the
human
element.
I often make a subtle criticism
of the arrogance of people in
my work. By referencing the
style of the classical ancestral
portrait and including an animal
which doesn’t have historical
symbolism and/or is quite
commonplace like a guinea pig
or a pigeon, I’m commenting on
our frailty – all of us, humans
and animals alike. It serves
as a form of ‘vanitas’ painting
for me – reminding oneself
about life’s brevity can make
problems seems smaller, simple
connections more beautiful and
time more precious.
www.laurenwilhelm.com

TREVISAN INTERNATIONAL ART

NICOLE SCHRANER – NINI
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TIA SELECTED EXHIBITIONS
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Little Treasures, Galleria De Marchi, Bologna, Italy

2010-2015

Sincronias, Ateneo de Madrid, Madrid, Spain

2014

The Illusion of Reality, Galleria De Marchi, Bologna, Italy

2014

Le Sm’Art, Contemporary Art Fair, Aix en Provence, France

2014

Passages, Ateneo de Madrid, Madrid, Spagna

2013

Syhnchronies, Kenny Gallery, Galway, Ireland

2013

Creative Energy, Estense Castle Museum, Ferrara, Italy

2010

Art Melbourne, Contemporary Art Fair, Royal Exhibition Building, Melbourne, Australia

2010

Imaginary Journeys, Estense Castle Museum, Ferrara, Italy

2008

San Valentino Exhibition, Vico del Gargano (Foggia), Italy

2007-2010

Spirit. The Spirit of Art, Estense Castle Museum, Ferrara, Italy

2007

The Memory Rooms, Svevian Castle Museum, Trani, Italy

2007

Trevisan International Art, Art Domain Gallery, Leipzig, Germany

2008

Magic. The Magic Paths of Art, Estense Castle Museum, Ferrara, Italy

2006

Immagina, Contemporary Art Fair, Reggio Emilia, Italy

2006

Horizons, Villa La Ferdinanda, Artimino (Florence), Italy

2006

Immagina, Contemporary Art Fair, Reggio Emilia, Italy

2005

Landscapes, Estense Castle Museum, Ferrara, Italy

2005

Emotions in Motion, Estense Castle Museum, Ferrara, Italy

2005

Contemporanea, Contemporary Art Fair, Forlì, Italy

2005

The Four Elements, Estense Castle Museum, Ferrara, Italy

2004

Trevisan International Art, Krisal Gallery, Geneve, Switzerland

2004

LITTLE TREASURES EXHIBITION

Since 2008 Trevisan International Art has presented its unique Little Treasures, an exhibition in small format, at the Gallery
De Marchi, in close partnership. These exhibitions promote international artists from Europe and all over the world and
provide a valuable opportunity for artistic, cultural and human exchange.
Little Treasures has proven to be one of our most successful TIA annual events, now in 2016 in its eighth year. These
exhibitions of art-jewels have always proven extremely popular and have now become a strong attraction to many very fine
creators and connoisseurs alike.

TIA UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS

Percezioni, International Artist Residency
Residence M3, Peschici (Foggia), Italy | 18 – 25 June, 2016
Trevisan International Art
Ateneo de Madrid, Madrid, Spain | 18 – 31 October, 2016
Little Treasures
Gallery De Marchi, Bologna, Italy | 26 November – 8 December, 2016
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